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Thank you, Mel.
And congrats, Jordan Schroeder!
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Great Canadian Visions
•
•
•
•
•

Creating a “Just Society”
Building a new relationship with First Nations
Opening up Canada’s Pacific Gateway
Liberating Canada’s resource potential
Leading the world in climate action and sustainable
development
• The Greenest City in the World

"Vision without execution is hallucination.”
– Thomas Edison
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The Constitution Act, 1982
• A noble vision for a Just Society
– Charter of Rights & Freedoms
Guarantee of Rights & Freedoms; Fundamental Freedoms; Democratic
Rights; Legal Rights; Mobility Rights; Equality Rights; Official Languages

– New constitutional protection for
Aboriginal/treaty rights, individual and gender equality rights,
multicultural heritage rights, denominational schools, equalization
principle, constitutional amending formula and more!

• A beautifully blind construction

– Intentionally precise and also unwittingly ill-defined
– The end of Parliamentary supremacy
– A law of unintended consequences

• The ultimate Act of unity, division and executive federalism
• No one dreamed we would never be able to make it better
• An interesting study in social license – a different era
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Aboriginal Rights – The Charter
(As amended by 1983 Proclamation)

Sec 25. The guarantee in this Charter of certain rights
and freedoms shall not be construed so as to abrogate
or derogate from any aboriginal, treaty or other rights
or freedoms that pertain to the aboriginal peoples of
Canada including
• (a) any rights or freedoms that have been
recognized by the Royal Proclamation of October 7,
1763; and
• (b) any rights or freedoms that now exist by way of
land claims agreements or may be so acquired.
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Aboriginal Rights – PART II
Constitution Act, 1982
(As amended by 1983 Proclamation)

35. (1) The existing aboriginal and treaty rights of the
aboriginal peoples of Canada are hereby recognized and
affirmed.
(2) In this Act, “aboriginal peoples of Canada” includes the
Indian, Inuit and Métis peoples of Canada.
(3) For greater certainty, in subsection (1) “treaty rights”
includes rights that now exist by way of land claims
agreements or may be so acquired.
(4) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, the
aboriginal and treaty rights referred to in subsection (1)
are guaranteed equally to male and female persons
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Idle No More: Decision Time
• Northern Gateway, Keystone XL, Trans Mountain
• TransCanada’s proposed $12-B Energy East project
• Enbridge’s plan to reverse its existing Line 9B pipeline, to ship
western crude into Montreal
• Future of LNG – new tax regime, investor decisions
• Site C – Joint Review Panel report
• New Prosperity decision (Taseko Mines)
• SCC decision on WILLIAMS appeal (Xeni Gwet’in; Tsilhqot’in Nation)
• Taku River Tlingit legal challenge to stop Tulsequah Chief Mine
• Athabasca Oil’s Dover oil sands project – Fort MacKay First Nation
appeal of Regulator’s approval. (20 Km buffer zone)
• Shell’s Jackpine Expansion project – Athabasca Chipewyan legal
challenge – & Neil Young!
• Fraser Surrey Docks Direct Transfer Coal Facility
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BC’s Five Conditions for Heavy Oil Projects
1.

Successful completion of the environmental
review process.

2.

World-leading marine oil spill response,
prevention and recovery systems to manage and
mitigate risks.

3.

World-leading practices for land oil spill
prevention, response and recovery systems.

4.

Aboriginal and treaty rights legal requirements are
addressed. FNs provided opportunities, info and
resources necessary to participate in and benefit
from a heavy-oil project.

5.

B.C. receives a fair share of the fiscal and
economic benefits … that reflects the level, degree
and nature of the risk borne by the province, the
environment and taxpayers.
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BC/Alta Working Group
• Promote “energy literacy”
• BC/Alta “Spills Working Group”
• Agree that BC has a right to negotiate with
industry on appropriate economic benefits.
• Reaffirm that Alberta’s royalties are not on the
table for negotiation.
• Investigate infrastructure & governance needs
and lobby Ottawa for funding

First Nations
• “Develop ‘First Nations Engagement Principles for Energy Development and
Exports’ which identifies the Provinces' expectations of proponents ranging from
employment, training, education and service opportunities, to financial support,
information sharing and protocols and equity.”
• Consolidate BC/Alta Guidelines for Proponents documents. Currently, both
provinces have individual guidelines for proponents.
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LNG or Heavy Oil: Same Challenges
•
•
•
•
•
•

Politics
Economics
Environment
Legislative & Regulatory
Legal/constitutional
Aboriginal support
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Canada’s own “Cobra Effect”
• The problem for resource
developments is earning and
maintaining social license.
• The solution is not

The Cobra Effect:
When the “solution” to
a problem inadvertently
makes it worse.

– To compress or deny meaningful
public engagement
– To undermine confidence in
regulatory processes
– To reward bad behaviour
– To shortchange science
– To minimize or undervalue
Aboriginal rights and title
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The Northern Gateway
Learning Curve
– Canada's largest natural gas distribution company
– Operates “the world's longest, most sophisticated
crude oil and liquids transportation system.”
– Canada’s largest transporter of crude oil, with 24,738
kilometres of crude pipeline, delivering more than 2.2
million barrels per day of crude oil and liquids.
– Exports 65% of Western Canadian oil, representing
13% of U.S. daily crude oil imports.
– Consistently one of Canada’s Top 100 employers
– Corporate Knights’ Global 100 sustainability index
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Northern Gateway
•
•
•
•
•

3-year regulatory review
17,500-page application
400-page Final Argument
3,600 answers to individual info requests
Over 2,000 meetings and 43 open houses with First
Nations and Métis groups

Kinder Morgan has filed a 15,000-pg
submission for Trans Mountain. It’s learning
from Northern Gateway’s errors.
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Northern Gateway
• Kalamazoo spill
– Most damaging and expensive onshore oil spill in U.S. history
– National Trans. Safety Board equated company’s response to “Keystone
Cops” – allowing more than 1 million gallons of crude to spill into the River
– “Poisoned the well” for Northern Gateway

• Strategic mistakes
–
–
–
–
–

Govs’ boosterism and political comments
Late Aborigianl engagement by government on energy
Mishandled Aboriginal consultation
Initially hurt itself with weak advertising
Failed to recognize that “business as usual” would not win social license in
B.C. context
– Not putting Janet Holder out front from the outset
– Not including $500 million package of safety enhancements in initial plan
(thicker steel, extra isolations valves, 24/7 manned remote pump stations)
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Northern Gateway: Aboriginal partnerships
• Equity offer:
– $280 million equity offer to share up to 10% of project equity among 40
eligible Aboriginal groups near the pipeline route.
– Northern Gateway to loan Aboriginal equity participants the purchase price
for their shares, to be repaid from their revenues from the project.
– Aboriginal equity participants would not be subject to liability like other
shareholders.
– 15 of the 18 offers in Alberta were accepted; 11 of 22 accepted in BC
– Offer still stands for equity participation by coastal Aboriginal groups

• Employment and training:
–
–
–
–

at least 15% of construction jobs targeted for Aboriginal people
at least 10% of all construction-related labour Aboriginal
Initiated new training programs for potential Aboriginal workers
$300 million set aside for purchases of goods and services from Aboriginal
businesses.
– Aboriginal workers and contractors could also up to $300 million from
tunnel, terminal, and marine construction activity in Kitimat.
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NEB Joint Review Panel Report
• “We found that, during construction and routine operations, the
project would not have a significant adverse effect on the ability of
Aboriginal people to use the lands, waters, and resources in the
project area for traditional purposes...”
• …We found that there would be adverse effects associated with
this project … [that] would be experienced by some Aboriginal
groups. Based on the evidence, we found that, during construction
and routine operations, these effects would be temporary.
• In the unlikely event of a large oil spill, we found that there would
be significant adverse effects on lands, waters, or resources used
by Aboriginal groups. We found that these adverse effects would
not be permanent and widespread.
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Trouble comes
in torrents
• 1990 Oka crisis
• 1990 Seton Portage railway blockade –
one of 15 roadblocks that summer,
including
• 1994 Apex Ski Resort blockade
• 1995 Ipperwash crisis
• 1995 Gustafsen Lake standoff
• 1995 Douglas Lake/Adams Lake
• 1996 Caledonia dispute
• 1999-2001 Burnt Church conflicts
• 2012-13 Idle No More movement

Over 130 FNs
have signed on

"As a grassroots movement, clearly
no political organization speaks for
Idle No More” – press release
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The Eyford Report
“Three themes emerged during my engagement. Canada must take
decisive steps to build trust with Aboriginal Canadians, to foster their
inclusion into the economy, and to advance the reconciliation of
Aboriginal people and non-Aboriginal people in Canadian society.”

Predictable, boiler plate, common sense
• Building Trust
– establish constructive dialogue about energy development;
– demonstrate commitment to environmental sustainability;
– enhance understanding/participation in pipeline and marine safety.

• Fostering Inclusion
– focused efforts to realize Aboriginal employment and business;
– establish collaborations among Aboriginal communities that allow for
better outcomes (incl. community-based and regional strategic planning);
– facilitate the financial participation of Aboriginal communities in energy
projects.
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The Eyford Report
• Advancing Reconciliation
– targeted efforts to build effective relationships including refinements to
Canada’s current approach to consultation and engagement;
– explore mutually beneficial initiatives that support reconciliation;
– encourage Aboriginal communities to resolve shared territory issues.

• Taking Action
– establishment of Crown-First Nations tripartite energy working group to
create an open and sustained dialogue and action on energy projects;
– Canada to build its internal capacity and to adopt an integrated approach
to address Aboriginal interests in relation to west coast energy projects.
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The Eyford Report:
For major projects, Canada should..
• “…develop a federal framework and timeframe for Crown engagement with
Aboriginal groups ... [to be implemented] in a consistent manner across all
federal departments and agencies.”
• “…consider undertaking early engagement to address Aboriginal interests that
may not be dealt with in a regulatory process.”
• “…define and articulate its view about the Crown’s and industry’s respective
roles and responsibilities with respect to the duty to consult.”
• “…advise or guide project proponents where Canada determines a proponent is
not effectively discharging the procedural aspects of the duty to consult.”
• “…engage, and conduct consultations in addition to those in regulatory
processes, as may be required, to address issues and facilitate resolutions in
exceptional circumstances, including where:
a. Aboriginal territorial disputes are intractable;
b. despite reasonable efforts, industry is unable to meet Aboriginal
expectations in relation to a matter under federal jurisdiction; or
c. for other strategic reasons, Canada determines it is necessary to engage
with a particular Aboriginal group. “
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The Eyford Report:
Addressing Overlapping Claims
“In areas impacted by major projects, where territorial overlap
disputes exist, Canada should undertake strength of claim
assessments (in conjunction with provincial governments
where appropriate) to advise on the required level of
consultation and apportionment of benefits.”
“Canada should establish a federal policy framework and
guidelines to address shared territory disputes in the context
of major project developments in a consistent manner across all
federal departments and agencies. “
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The Eyford Report:
Will it change anything?
•
•
•
•

The Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples
Nov. 1996: 5 Volumes, 4,000-pages, 440 recs
Set out a 20-year agenda for transformative change
It has been nearly 16 years since the federal
government’s response, Gathering Strength: Canada’s
Aboriginal Action Plan
• A lot has changed. But a lot more hasn’t.
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The BC Treaty Process:
Vision vs. Pipe Dream
• BC Treaty Process is failing
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

203 Indian Act bands in BC – 166 have fewer than 500 people on reserve
60 FNs including 104 Indian Act bands in process
20 of those FNs are not currently negotiating treaties
2 treaties (plus Nisga’a) in 22 years
3 Final Agreements awaiting ratification; 5 FAs in negotiation
30 FN’s negotiating Agreements-in-Principle
Mountains of debt that in some case exceed expected financial benefits

Successive scathing Annual Reports
–
–
–
–

Lack of government commitment and funding
Overlapping claims disputes, mandate challenges, delays and debt
Shift in BC focus from treaties to “short-term economic agreements”
Revolving Commission members
“The immediate challenge for this new group is to actually have a Principals
meeting. We haven’t had one since May 2012.”
– Chief Commissioner Sophie Pierre
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Reconciliation
The reconciliation of the pre-existence of aboriginal
societies with the sovereignty of the Crown.
“…the duty [to consult] arises when the Crown has knowledge, real or
constructive, of the potential existence of the Aboriginal right or title
and contemplates conduct that might adversely affect it.”
– SCC, Haida Nation vs. BC
“The Crown’s failure to consult can lead to a number of remedies
ranging from injunctive relief against the threatening activity
altogether, to damages, to an order to carry out the consultation
prior to proceeding further with the proposed government conduct…”
– SCC, Rio Tinto Alcan Inc. v. Carrier Sekani Tribal Council
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Towards A New Relationship
• 2005 historic First Ministers’ conference
– Preceded by BC/Leaders’ Council’s “New Relationshsip vision” doc
– 2005 Transformative Change Accord – 10-yr plan to “close the gaps”
– So-called “Kelowna Accord” – $5B plan, scrapped by Harper Gov

•
•
•
•
•

8 Reconciliation Agreements, 7 Strategic Engagement Agreements
2010 Haida Gwaii Reconciliation Act
10 Incremental Treaty Agreements
Forest Consultation and Revenue Sharing Agreements
Economic and Community Development Agreements (incl. mining
resource revenue sharing)
• Off-reserve Aboriginal Action Plan protocol
• Truth and Reconciliation Commission
• Delegated authority for health, education, child services, etc.
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Williams vs. BC – most important
case since Delgamuukw
• Xeni Gwet'in (i.e. Nemiah Valley Indian Band) and
Tsilhqot’in Nation
• BC Supreme Court – 339 court days over a period
of five years. Root of dispute goes back decades.
• Justice Vickers found that the Tsilhqot’in held
Aboriginal rights in the claim area that had been
unjustifiably infringed by forestry activities.
• Upheld by Court of Appeal and not part of
BC/Canada’s SCC appeal.
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Williams vs. BC
• Justice Vickers’ also found that the Appellant's claim as
pleaded was an “all or nothing” claim for a declaration of
Aboriginal title over a claim area of some 4,380 sq. kms.
• He found that there was insufficient occupation of the
entire claim area to establish Aboriginal title and
dismissed the claim without prejudice.
• He also offered an “opinion” that six large tracts of land
over 1,900 sq. kms. would qualify as Aboriginal title lands
if the FNs had argued for a “territorial theory” of
Aboriginal title.
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Williams vs. BC
• The Court of Appeal rejected “territorial title,” or “range of
seasonal use of semi-nomadic peoples” occupation to
establish Aboriginal title.
• It upheld the “fact, site and group specific” theory of
Aboriginal title, which requires a higher burden of proof
(i.e. evidence of physical occupation of sites or definite
tracts of land, or stronger yet, exclusive use & occupation).
• It suggested the FNs may have Aboriginal title to some
(unspecified) specific sites within the claim area.
• At issue in the SCC is
– the very nature of, and proof required for establishing
Aboriginal title (“the right to the land itself”); and
– Whether the Forest Act is constitutionally inapplicable in whole
or in part to any Tsilhqot’in Aboriginal title lands (aside from
any justifiable infringements).
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The Stakes Are Huge
• The decision could profoundly effect title claims on all
pipeline routes and for virtually all B.C. resource
development.
• Aboriginal title carries with it the exclusive use of the
land, including a right to decide how it might be used.
• Could trigger massive compensation costs for unjustified
infringements – possibly long after pipelines are built.
• Could render many provincial and federal laws
unconstitutional as applied to FN title lands.
• Could trigger endless new litigation claiming unjustified
infringements.
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The ground rules are changing
“…Canada will not reach its full economic potential until it
reconciles the place of First Nations, which means direct
involvement in joint planning, joint decision-making, and the
sharing in the benefits. And that means more than jobs and
contracts, it means ownership.”
Dave Porter, CEO of B.C. First Nations Energy and Mining
Council, Globe & Mail, Dec. 11, 2013

• The governments and resource companies are still
largely in denial as to the nature, means and scale
of Aboriginal expectations.
• Enbridge has set the floor – not the ceiling. The
new baseline is shared equity, loan/debt financing,
joint decision-making and compelling community
benefits.
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Beyond the Eyford Report
• Global awareness
– Contradictory tension: speed vs social license
– Brand impacts, best practices, competiveness
– State-owned companies and foreign investment/control

• Scope of benefits and partnerships
– Corporate/Aboriginal
– Government to government
• Enhanced resource revenue sharing agreements

– Formalize benefit sharing beyond directly affected bands or FNs –
i.e., spread the wealth on- and off-reserve to more Aboriginal
Canadians

• Communication/benefits
– Companies/Shareholders, governments
– Media partnerships – eg. Post Media
– Third parties – industry associations, non-partisan institutes,
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Beyond the Eyford Report
• A new federalism – ending the “Third Solitude”
– Embracing a new federalism – reinstituting First Ministers’
meetings, formalizing Aboriginal participation, recognizing
a third order of gov’t.,.

• Aboriginal governance
– Elevating and adding accountability to FN’s political
leadership structures
• Develop a true national energy plan (not thru COF)

• Cumulative effects – beyond project specific or even
regional
– Environmental (incl. climate), social, economic
– Also important as “contextual evidence” in assessing duty
to consult

• Baseline science
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The Sham of False “Consultation”
“A party cannot say it is consulting if it starts from the
position that its mind is made up no matter what the
other side presents by way of evidence or concerns.”
– Justice S. Griffin, BC Supreme Court, B.C. Teachers’ Federation v. British
Columbia, Jan. 28, 2014

• Consultation is mostly aimed at avoiding, minimizing or
mitigating undesired effects.
• Project proponents and opponents alike usually
“consult” with their minds made up.
• Consultation is only legitimate with sufficient capacity,
mutual will, time for dialogue, decision-making
authority and commitment to compromise.
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Beyond the Eyford Report:
Consultation & engagement
– Aspire to a “whole-of-Crown” vs “whole-of-gov.” approach
– Trust relationships are earned by honourable action over time –
early engagement, consistent players, institutional knowledge and
sufficient capacity
– A national framework for consultation and accommodation –
expectations, protocols, timelines, requirements for consulting on
the make-up and T.O.R.’s of Joint Review Panels.
– Courts need to clarify the confusion they have created
– Crown must own the duty – Joint Panels and proponents should
not own the burden and cannot deal with overlapping claims,
regional cumulative effects, or potential infringements.
– Rights & title are intrinscally part of the duty to consult. Cannot be
isolated from specific projects or from regulatory processes.
– A national regime for funding consultation and accommodation
ala Alberta’s Consultation Levy Act.
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Transparency &
Regulatory Reform
• Feds: “a new mandatory reporting system will be established
that is consistent with international standards and aligned with
G8 countries.”
• Mining Industry’s recs. a good start
• Should include Aboriginal governments
• Independent auditor and annual reporting on Aboriginal
programs
• Regulatory reform: Inclusiveness, representativeness,
independence, appeal mechanisms – less adversarial
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Liability For Unlawful Infingements
• Need to clarify Crown’s potential exposure vs. that
borne by corporations, industries, or other stakeholders
• Create fed/prov funds to dilute and minimize risk for
unlawful infringements by Crown on industries’ behalf.
• Compensible costs should be shared with industry and
proponents.
• Models for industry liability insurance?
• Strength of claim assessments (public registry)
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Fear is not an option!

Hey, it’s all possible!
Thank you.
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